Abstract. This paper gives the formal definition of a class of optimization problems, that is, problems of finding conditional extrema of given set-measurable functions. It also formulates the generalization of Lyapunov convexity theorem which is used in the proof of first-order optimality conditions for the mentioned class of optimization problems.
1.
Introduction. This paper concentrates on the analysis of certain class of optimization problems, namely the problems of finding conditional extrema of set functions. This type of problems has been shown to arise in interval and pointwise estimation of probability distribution, testing hypothesis (in particular during the construction of the strongest tests)-proof of Neyman-Pearson lemma (cf. [3, 4, 10] ). These problems also appear in analysis of some transportation problems, especially computations of traffic assignment in transportation networks including finding optimal systems of regular lines (see [7] ). In future, one can expect the widening possibilities of applications of this class of optimization problems.
The considerations are divided into four parts. The first part consists of general remarks on set functions and optimization problems for these functions. Sections 3 and 4 have an auxiliary character. They include some special properties of bounded measures (the generalization of Lapunov convexity theorem (Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2) and the definition of differentiability of set functions). The most important results are presented in Section 5. There are theorems and some corollaries which formulate the properties of solutions of optimization problems for set functions. These necessary conditions for optimality seem to be the generalization of the results formulated in [5, 6, 9, 11, 12] . The mentioned theorems are similar to the well-known Kuhner-Tucker first-order optimality conditions. The main difficulty to obtain these results is caused by the structure of the union of feasible solutions-this family does not usually have the useful structures: compactness, convexity, the structure of a Banach space. 
.,k). An important family consists of set functions
The obvious generalization is the following:
where u : R k → R is given.
We formulate the general form of optimization problem for a set function. This problem relies on finding extrema (without loss of generality-minima) of a given set function F 0 : M k → R:
under some constraints (conditions). They will have two main forms:
• constraints defined by other set functions
• constraints imposed directly on the sets, or equivalently on characteristic functions of these sets 
The notions: feasible solution and optimal one can be defined in a standard way. The feasible solution is an element S ∈ M k satisfying conditions (2.4) and (2.5); an optimal solution is feasible which minimizes the value of (2.3) among other feasible solutions.
To investigate the properties of optimal solutions of (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) we need some special properties of measures and set functions.
3. Some properties of bounded measure. This part provides the proof of some properties of bounded measures. It follows that a wide class of optimization problems with set functions is equivalent to the problems of convex mathematical programming in Euclidean space and can be examined using appropriate methods of convex analysis.
Let (X,M,µ) be a space with bounded measure. 
is compact and convex. If µ is bounded (but not necessarily nonatomic), then the set W is compact (but it may not be connected).
Proof. Suppose first that µ is nonatomic. This part of the proof is similar to the proof of Lapunov convexity theorem and uses the ideas of Lindenstrauss (see [8] ).
Without loss of generality, we assume that µ is scalar and nonnegative. Let
(3.
3)
The set ᏸ with the standard norm g =
1} and the set of functions satisfying the equation Cy = χ U . From Alaoglu theorem (cf. [1, 2] ) and Tichonov theorem, we obtain that
is compact in * -weak topology of ᏸ. Because the set of solutions of (3.1) is closed, the set K is compact. We show that K is nonempty. We denote by x , for any given x ∈ X, the set of nonnegative solutions of the system (3.1). Under the assumptions, for µ-a.a. x ∈ X we have
, then there exists a measurable selector v 0 of the family { x : x ∈ X} (i.e., the map v 0 : X → R k , such that for µ-a.a. 
on X).
Let X C denote the set {y : Cy = 0}. If dim X C = 0, then for every x ∈ X, x contains one element. This unique element is obviously the extreme point of x . As the matrix C is unimodular we have that every component of r (x) ∈ x is either 0 or 1. The selector v 0 of the family
k . This means that Lemma 3.1 holds in this case. Suppose that for any i ∈ {1,...,k}, f i is not a characteristic function of any measurable set. In this case, dim X C > 0 and there exist > 0 and the set E 0 ∈ M such that µ(E 0 ) > 0 and < f i (x) < 1 − for every x ∈ E 0 . The unimodularity of C implies that every component of the extreme point of x is equal to 0 or 1. Therefore, for every x ∈ E 0 , the vector f (x) is not an extreme point of x . Hence there exist a set E 0 ⊂ E 0 , a vector c ∈ X C , c ≠ 0, and a number δ > 0, such that
where x,ex denotes the set of extreme points of x . Because µ is nonatomic, there exists a measurable set 
Consider the function
It is easy to check that X hdµ = 0 and for sufficiently small s 1 ,s 2 functions f + = f +hc,
, which implies the existence of an element S ∈ M k such that χ S = f . This finishes the proof of the first part of Lemma 3.1.
Suppose that the measure µ is only bounded (not necessarily nonatomic). It is easy to see that the following decomposition holds:
where the measures µ na , µ a are singular and the first of them is nonatomic. Of course µ a is concentrated on the family of atoms of µ. Let A µ denote the family of µ's atoms and a µ the sum of sets of this family.
where
From the first part of Lemma 3.1, it follows that W na is compact. It remains to prove that W a also has this property. Note that W a can be rewritten as follows:
where b , for b ∈ A µ , satisfies the condition
The set W a is equal φ(U ), where ( denotes the cartesian product of set)
(3.13)
Continuity of φ and the compactness of U imply that W a is compact. This completes the proof.
Note that in Lemma 3.1, the system Cχ S = χ U was rewritten as the condition χ S (x) ∈ (x) for µ-a.a. x ∈ X. Unimodularity of matrix C and other assumptions guarantee that the sets (x) were nonempty subsets of {0, 1} k . Taking the measurable map by (the map χ S satisfying such condition will be called the selection of v)
it is easy to prove the following theorem. 
Differentiability of set functions.
The definition presented below seems to be a generalization (on the case of bounded measure with any family of atoms) of the notion of differentiability introduced in [5, 9] .
Before defining a derivative of set functions, we note a few facts. Note that any set function can be equivalently defined on the family of characteristic functions of measurable subsets of X. We denoteM = {χ S : S ∈ M}. Any element S ∈ M k cor-
where L ∞ (X,M,µ,R k ) denotes the space of essentially bounded functions), this implies equivalence between set functions and maps defined onM k , set function F cor-
Additionally, if we can identify the sets whose symmetric difference has measure zero, then M k can be viewed as a metric space-the distance can be defined as follows:
where denotes the symmetric difference of sets. Of course, the derivative of the function can be easily defined, if its domain has the structure of a linear and metric space. Unfortunately, M k (or equivalentlyM k )
has no "natural" linear structure. AdditionallyM k is not a convex nor a closed subset of the space of integrable or essentially bounded functions. These facts do not make impossible defining differentiability, but they require making the appropriate modifications. 
The notion of differentiability has some "good" properties. For example, the uniqueness property: any set function F : M k → R has, at given S 0 ∈ M k , no more than one derivative. The proof can be found in [7] . In the special case when µ is nonatomic, we have a µ = ∅ and for every
Properties of solutions of optimization problems with set functions.
In this section, we formulate the necessary conditions for optimality in the problems (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) with differentiable set functions F i (i = 0, 1,...,s) . The derivatives of these functions are denoted by (f S,i , 0), respectively, the components of f S,i are denoted by f S,ij , where j = 1,...,k.
We begin by considering the case with nonatomic measure. Proof. The presented conditions are similar to the Lusternik theorem describing necessary conditions for conditional extrema of functionals in Banach spaces. The proof is divided into a sequence of steps.
Step 1. We show that 
and for µ-a.a.
x ∈ X, χ S a (x) ∈ v(x).
This implies that
This finishes the proof of convexity.
Step 2. We show that V is 
Assume that there exists
Hence there exists S 0 ∈ M k , such that for all i = 0, 1,...,s the following inequality holds:
Lapunov convexity theorem applied to the measure
and for every i = 0,...,s,
Consider for fixed α ∈ [0, 1], the map
and we denote by S α the element M k which corresponds to u α , that is, χ S α = u α . It is easy to check that χ S α (x) ∈ v(x) for µ-a.a. x ∈ X. For sufficiently small α > 0 the element S α is closed to S * with respect to the metric ρ (see (4.1)):
Differentiability of F i implies that
and hence
gives that the first component in (5.18) is negative, therefore for sufficiently small α > 0 its absolute value is greater than the second one. This implies that
is the feasible solution of (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5);
the value of the objective function for S α is less than for S * . This contradicts the definition of S * .
Step 3. This step finishes the proof of inequality (5.1), the separation theorem implies that there exist nonnegative numbers λ * 0 ,...,λ * s not all zero such that, for all 
Note that the last constraint can be written, using the characteristic functions of S 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 , in the following form:
This inequality has five solutions:
thus we have 
(5.40)
Measure µ restricted to the family of measurable subsets of X − a µ is obviously nonatomic. Applying Theorem 5.1 to the problem (5.39) and (5.40) finishes the proof.
Corollary 5.7 concentrates on ordinary (unconditional) extrema of set function. This kind of extreme can be viewed as the optimal solutions of (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), in which the constraints (2.4) do not appear explicitly.
Definition 5.6. We say that the set function F :
(local minimum), if S * is the optimal solution of the problem 
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